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music on cognition, we have come to a
The   listener’s presence during music proposal on how to enhance the effect of
listening is the key condition for perception music on an average listener by bringing out
of a musical piece. Classical music may structural elements of music into the field of
sometimes, due to structural complexity or vision. We have designed a prototype based
greater length of pieces, appear difficult for on an example of a classical music piece
comprehension to a listener with no formal mapped into the Philips ambience lights.
musical education. The research shows that Following harmonic and formal analysis of
emotional, rather than structural aspect of the musical example, we have mapped each
music, is more appealing to an average tonality to a certain color of the lamp. By
listener. Thus, creating the right atmosphere creating such kind of music visualization, we
is an important pre- condition for an have sought to suggest similarity of relations
between musical tonalities and relations
enjoyable listening experience - whether it
comes to a live performance or listening to a between colors.
We hope to prove by further studies that
recording at home, the degree of enjoyment
depends on many factors, starting from a our design successfully reflects emotional
good performance,   performers’   charisma,   aspect of music, since it visualizes, and thus
concert hall acoustics, quality of instruments underlines, a tonal aspect of music which is
already an expression of emotions in itself.
and the general atmosphere, to name but a
Our main research questions for the future
few.
Comprehension of music is just as studies are measurements of the
important pre- condition for an effective physiological effects of the proposed
music therapy, since music listening forms a combination of ambience lights and music on
the listener, as well as the application of the
basic of a Receptive method of music
product in entertainment and healthcare.
therapy. Through researching impact of
Introduction
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